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distances up to 0.7 A shorter than expected for single bonds. 
This agrees with the prediction of Cotton's qualitative mo
lecular orbital treatment6 that metal-metal bond order 
should maximize at four (a-, TT-, and <5-type overlaps) for 
the d4 electronic configuration. Although this treatment has 
also successfully rationalized trends in metal-metal dis-
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tances across a periodic row,7 and, for a given metal, over a 
range of oxidation states,8 several workers have suggested 
that the proposed ordering of nonbonding and antibonding 
metal-metal orbitals is not even qualitatively correct in 
some cases. For example, the validity of the scheme for in
terpreting electronic spectra9 of Mo 2CIs 4 - and Re2CIg2- , 
and for correlating observed metal-metal distance with pre
dicted bond order10 in Rh2(O2CCHa)4(H2O)2 , has been 
questioned. Such controversies are possible because, until 
recently, there has simply been no practical way to carry 
out reliable quantitative calculations of electronic structure 
for molecules as large as those under discussion. Extended-
Hiickel analyses have been presented to both support11 and 
challenge10 the Cotton MO scheme, but this sort of calcula
tion frequently fails for polar molecules to even qualitative
ly reproduce experimental information about electronic 
structure and, in view of its ruthless approximations, is not 
even expected in principle to do so.12 

The relatively new self-consistent-field, Xa scattered 
wave (SCF-XaSW) method13-15 has, especially when the 
overlapping sphere technique is used,16 proved capable of 
accurately describing the electronic structure of quite large 
inorganic molecules17""19 in a completely first-principles 
manner, without expenditure of the large amounts of com
puter time required for ab initio Hartree-Fock calcula
tions. We report here the results of an SCF-XaSW calcula
tion, including analysis of the electronic spectrum, on octa-
chlorodimolybdate(II), Mo2CIs4 - , perhaps the simplest 
molecule from the class containing the strongest metal-
metal bonds. We believe that this calculation establishes a 
new, reliable starting point for discussion of the electronic 
structure of such compounds. A preliminary account of this 
work has appeared.20 

Experimental and Calculational Section 
Synthesis and Electronic Spectra. K4Mo2CIs and K4Mo2CIs • 

2H2O were prepared by the published method.21 A Cary 14 instru
ment was used to record spectra of mineral oil mulls of both solids 
from 250 to 2100 nm and spectra of solutions in 6 M HCl from 
220 to 800 nm. 

Initial Parameters. The principles of the XaSW method have 
been thoroughly reviewed13-16 and compared with those of the 
Hartree-Fock approach.22 Coordinates for Mo 2CIs 4 - in atomic 
units were derived from the average crystallographic bond parame
ters23 Mo-Mo = 2.14 A, Mo-Cl = 2.45 A, and angle Mo-Mo-Cl 
= 105°, using the relation 1 bohr = 0.52917 A and the assumption 
of full Z)4* symmetry. The outer sphere was centered at the inver
sion center of the molecule. The a exchange parameters for Cl and 
Mo were taken and extrapolated, respectively, from the tabulation 
of Schwarz;24 for the extramolecular and intersphere regions, a 
weighted-average a was used, where the weights were the atomic 
numbers of electrons (42 for each Mo, 17 for each Cl). Overlap
ping atomic- and outer-sphere radii were obtained by the nonempi-
rical procedure recently suggested by one of us.25 Coordinates, a 
parameters, and sphere radii are summarized in Table I. 

Table I. Atomic Coordinates, a Parameters, and Sphere Radii 
for Mo2Cl8*- (Atomic Units) 

Region x y z a R 

Mo1 0 O - 2 . 0 2 2 0 0.70340 2.3811 
Mo2 0 0 2.0220 0.70340 2.3811 
CU 4.4722 0 - 3 . 2 2 0 4 0.72325 2.7125 
Cl2 0 4.4722 -3 .2204 0.72325 2.7125 
Cl8 0 - 4 . 4 7 2 2 - 3 . 2 2 0 4 0.72325 2.7125 
Cl4 - 4 . 4 7 2 2 0 - 3 . 2 2 0 4 0.72325 2.7125 
CU 4.4722 0 3.2204 0.72325 2.7125 
CU 0 4.4722 3.2204 0.72325 2.7125 
Cl7 0 -4 .4722 3.2204 0.72325 2.7125 
Cl8 - 4 . 4 7 2 2 0 3.2204 0.72325 2.7125 
Extramo- 0 0 0 0.71567 7.7598 

lecular 
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SCF Calculation. The initial molecular potential was con
structed by superposition of SCF-Xa charge densities for free 
M o 0 2 + and Cl0-5 5 - . These initial charges are an arbitrary choice. 
Throughout the calculation the stabilizing influence of a surround
ing crystal lattice on the Mo 2CIs 4 - ion was simulated by adding to 
the potential that of a "Watson sphere"26 containing four units of 
positive charge uniformly distributed over its surface, with radius 
equal to that of the outer sphere. 

Full Dih symmetry was used to factor the secular matrix. The 
ground-state one-electron eigenvalues converged to ±0.0007 har-
tree in 25 iterations, using a 9:1 average of the initial and final po
tentials for a given iteration as the starting potential for the next. 
Each iteration required about 90 sec of CDC 6400 CP time. Core 
levels (Mo Is, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p and Cl Is, 2s, 2p) were fro
zen through the first 18 iterations and thereafter calculated explic
itly using only the potential within the sphere surrounding the 
atom in question. 

Excited States. The final ground-state potential was used to 
search for excited-state levels up to a maximum energy of -0 .025 
hartree. This potential was then used as the starting point for SCF 
calculations of the energies of electronic transitions using Slater's 
transition-state concept.13 These calculations were done first in 
spin-restricted form, to obtain a weighted average energy for the 
singlet and triplet components of a given transition, and then in 
spin-unrestricted form, to obtain a separate prediction for the trip
let. Combination of the two results gives an explicit prediction of 
the singlet (spin-allowed) transition energy (e.g., for 2b2g -» 2b iu, 
the energy of the 'Ai g - * 1A2U, rather than 1Ai 8 -*• 3A2u , process). 

Results 

The electronic spectrum of Mo 2CIs 4 - in 6 M HCl is not 
reproducible and shows distinct differences from the solid-
state spectrum even for freshly prepared solutions. It ap
pears that partial substitution of H2O for C l - occurs imme
diately upon dissolution,27 and further reaction takes place 
more slowly.28 We therefore compare only the solid-state 
spectrum with our calculated band positions for Mo2CIs4 - . 
The spectrum of solid K4Mo2CIs • 2H2O between 4.8 and 
40.0 kcm - 1 exhibits only two strong bands with well-re
solved maxima before the onset of very strong unresolved 
absorption above 34 kcm - 1 . These two bands maximize at 
18.8 and 31.4 kcm - 1 , and are of comparable intensity. Ex
cept for vibrational overtones, we detect only one other fea
ture between 4.8 and 34 kcm - 1 , a very weak band at ca. 24 
kcm - 1 . Although at the limit of observability in our room-
temperature spectrum, this band appears as a distinct, re
solved peak in a pellet spectrum of K4Mo2CIs recorded at 5 
0K.27 

The room-temperature mull spectrum of K4Mo2CIg is es
sentially the same as that of the dihydrate, except that the 
two strong bands are somewhat broader, with a distinct 
low-energy shoulder appearing on the 31.4 kcm - 1 maxi
mum. We attribute these small differences to lattice effects, 
since the crystal structure23 of K4Mo2CIs • 2H2O shows 
that the water molecules do not interact significantly with 
the Mo 2CIs 4 - anion. The conditions of preparation dictate 
that the dihydrate is inherently a purer material than the 
anhydrous compound, and hence in the subsequent discus
sion we use the data for K4Mo2CIs • 2H2O to represent the 
experimental spectrum of crystal-stabilized Mo2CIs4 - . 

The calculated valence and core one-electron energies 
and charge distribution for Mo2CIs4 - are summarized in 
Tables II and III, respectively. Levels having more than 
20% molybdenum character are diagramed in Figure 1. 
They are compared there with the d-like levels only from an 
SCF-XaSW calculation on hypothetical MoCl 4

2 - , per
formed analogously to that for Mo2CIs4 - , but in spin-unre
stricted form due to the open-shell nature of the monomer. 
Figures 2-4 are contour maps of the wave functions for the 
<r, 7T, and 5 Mo-Mo bonding levels, respectively. In Table 
IV, the calculated energies of all spin- and dipole-allowed 
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Table II. Ground-State Valence Energy Levels" (hartrees) and Charge Distribution6 for Mo2Cl8 

Level 

4a2u 
5aig 
5eg 

4b2„ 
4big 
2biu 
2b2e 

5eu 

laiu 
4aig 
3b2u 

4eE 

la2g 

3eg 

4eu 

3a2u 
3big 

Energy 

- 0 . 0 3 8 
- 0 . 0 4 2 
- 0 . 0 4 8 
- 0 . 0 4 8 
- 0 . 0 7 0 
- 0 . 1 2 3 
- 0 . 1 5 5 
- 0 . 2 0 4 
- 0 . 2 5 2 
- 0 . 2 5 3 
- 0 . 2 5 6 
- 0 . 2 5 9 
- 0 . 2 5 9 
- 0 . 2 6 4 
- 0 . 2 7 1 
- 0 . 2 7 6 
- 0 . 2 8 6 

% 2 M o 

86 
13 
92 
76 
71 
93 
89 
76 

83 
0 
1 

2 
6 
3 
1 

% 8 C 1 

14 
87 

8 
24 
29 
7 

11 
24 

100 
17 

100 
99 

100 
98 
94 
97 
99 

Major Mo 
sph harc 

d,», pz 

Qxz,yz 
d I!_„2 
d I ! - j , 2 

dzy 
Qxy 

Qxz .yz 

d22, S 

Level 

2eE 

3e^ 
2b2u 

2a2u 

3aig 

lbiu 
2eu 
2b lg 

lb2g 

2aig 

lb2u 

leg 

Ib1 , 
Iex, 
la2u 

la i , 

Energy 

- 0 . 2 9 7 
- 0 . 2 9 9 
- 0 . 3 0 6 
- 0 . 3 1 0 
- 0 . 3 1 2 
- 0 . 3 1 2 
- 0 . 3 1 8 
- 0 . 3 2 3 
- 0 . 3 2 5 
- 0 . 3 3 3 
- 0 . 7 0 0 
- 0 . 7 0 1 
- 0 . 7 0 6 
- 0 . 7 0 8 
- 0 . 7 1 1 
- 0 . 7 1 8 

% 2 M o 

6 
2 

23 
2 
3 
7 

20 
25 
10 
28 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

% 8 C 1 

94 
98 
77 
98 
97 
93 
80 
75 
90 
72 
99 
99 
99 
99 
99 
99 

Major Mo 
sph harc 

d j 2 - s ! 

Ozz, yz 

dz2-v2 

d22 

a The highest occupied level is 2b2g.
 b % 2Mo and % 8Cl are the percentages of that fraction of charge located within the atomic spheres 

which reside in the two Mo and eight Cl spheres, respectively. More than 78 % of the charge is within the atomic spheres for all levels except 
4a2u (53%) and 5ai6 (7%; a diffuse Rydberg-state orbital). c The major spherical-harmonic basis functions on Mo contributing to the wave 
functions for the levels having more than 20% Mo character. 

Table III. Ground-State Core Energy Levels 
(hartrees) for Mo2Cl8

4-

Level 

Mo 4p 
Mo 4s 
Mo 3d 
Mo 3p 
Mo 3s 
Mo 2p 
Mo 2s 
Mo Is 

Energy 

- 1 . 4 3 0 
- 2 . 2 6 6 
- 8 . 2 8 7 

- 1 3 . 7 5 0 
-16 .716 
-90 .951 
- 9 8 . 6 4 8 

-709 .851 

Level 

Cl 2p 
Cl 2s 
Cl Is 

Energy 

- 7 . 0 0 4 
- 9 . 1 5 2 

-100.597 

Table IV. Calculated and Experimental Electronic Spectrum 
of Mo2Cl8

4- below 40 kcrrr1« 

Transition 

2b2B — 2b,u 

5eu -* 2biu 

2b2g — 4bi8 

5e„ -*• 4big 

4eg -+ 2biu 

3es -»• 2biu 

JCu "̂ *"g 

Excited 
state 

^ 2 u 

1Eg 
1A2 8 

Ip 

1Eu 
1Eu 
1A2U 

Type 6 

8-* S* 

5 —>• dz2-y2 

TT -* Ax^-y"-

Cl ->• 5* 
Cl -* 5* 

Calculated 

13.7 

23.7 
24.6 

34.1 

37,5 
38.6 
39.4 

Experi
mental" 

18.8 

~ 2 4 

31.4 

>34 

" Band positions in kcm"1, obtained using the relation 1 hartree = 
219.4746 kcm-1. All calculated spin-and dipole-allowed transitions 
below 40 kcm-1, and the only two spin-allowed, dipole-forbidden 
transitions which should not be obscured by dipole-allowed bands, 
are listed. All observed peaks in the range 4.8-40 kcm-1 are listed, 
plus the strong unresolved absorption which begins above 34 kcrrr1 

and apparently maximizes above 40 kcm-1. h Largely metal orbit
als are denoted a, T, 5, 5*, x*, a*, and dxt-yi according to their 
character. Largely ligand orbitals are represented by Cl. " From 
the mineral oil mull spectrum of K4Mo2Cl8 • 2H2O. 

electronic transitions below 40 kcm - 1 , plus the only two 
spin-allowed, dipole-forbidden transitions that should not 
be obscured by dipole-allowed bands, are compared with 
the experimental spectrum of solid K4M02CI8 • 2H2O. 

The calculated total energy for Mo 2 Cl 8
4 - is -11627.128 

hartrees, and the virial theorem ratio —2T/V is 1.00027, 
where T and V are the total kinetic and potential energies, 
respectively. The final intersphere potential energy is 
-0.2104 hartree. The total charges for each Mo, each Cl, 

and the extramolecular and the intersphere region are 
40.45, 16.81, 1.55, and 7.04 electrons, respectively. Al
though it might appear that the difference in total energies 
between one Mo 2CIs 4 - and two M0CI42 - units is a predic
tion of the energy change involved in metal-metal bond for
mation, such a comparison is not in fact valid, because it is 
necessary to introduce a Watson sphere at an arbitrary po
sition around each ion to achieve a bound solution, and this 
alters the total energy by an arbitrary and inseparable 
amount. 

Discussion 

Inspection of Table II shows that the valence energy lev
els for Mo2Cl84 - can be cleanly separated into several cate
gories; roughly in order of increasing energy, these are as 
follows. (1) Six nearly pure chlorine 3s levels in the range 
-0 .70 to -0 .72 hartree. (2) Four levels having 20-28% Mo 
character in the range —0.31 to —0.33 hartree, the main 
contributors to covalent Mo-Cl bonding. (3) Fourteen 
closely spaced levels having 90-100% Cl character in the 
range —0.25 to —0.33 hartree, representing nonbonding Cl 
electrons and contributors to ionic Mo-Cl bonding. (4) Six 
levels (4ajg, 5eu, 2b2g, 2b ] u , 5eg, and 4a2u) having 76-93% 
Mo character in the range —0.04 to —0.25 hartree, essen
tially the occupied a, ir, and <5 components of the Mo-Mo 
bond, and their 5*, -re*, and <r* antibonding counterparts, re
spectively. The 5 (2b2g) and 5* (2biu) orbitals are the high
est occupied and lowest unoccupied, respectively, in the ion. 
(5) Two unoccupied levels (4big and 4b2u) having 71-76% 
Mo character in the range —0.05 to —0.07 hartree, anti-
bonding counterparts of Mo-Cl bonding orbitals of the 
same symmetry (2big and 2b2u) in category 2. (6) A diffuse 
Rydberg-state orbital (5aig) mainly localized outside the 
atomic regions at —0.04 hartree, representing essentially a 
combination of chlorine 4s orbitals. 

One thus has a rather classic energy-level diagram for a 
transition metal complex in the upper valence region—in 
order of increasing energy, metal-ligand bonding, nonbond
ing, and metal-ligand antibonding orbitals—except that the 
last are severely perturbed by being strongly bonding with 
respect to metal-metal interaction. The perturbations from 
the case where metal-metal bonding is absent are nicely il
lustrated by comparison with the d-like orbitals for 
M0CI42 - (Figure 1; lower orbitals calculated for M0CI42- , 
not shown, are similar to Mo 2CIs 4 -) . The half-filled, essen-
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M o 2 C l 8
4 

AU 4 a 2 u 
4 b 2 u - = ^ 5 e g 

4 b l g 

"2b ) u 

- 2 b 2 g 

- 5 e u 

MoCI4^ 

- 4 b , 

-Se 
- 2 b 2 

- 4 a , 

2 b 2 u 

2 b , 0 - = - ^ " 
2a H g -

g 

Figure 1. Ground-state valence energy levels for Mo2CIs4- with more 
than 20% molybdenum character and d-like levels only for MoCU2-

from an analogous calculation. 2b2g and 5e are the highest occupied 
levels as a whole in the two ions. Mo2CIg4- is closed shell, whereas in 
M0CI42- 4a 1, 2b2, and 5e contain one, one, and two electrons, respec
tively. 

Figure 2. Contour map of the wave function for the 4a ]g level in the xz 
plane, covering the area 13 X 16 bohrs centered on the origin. The 
contour values are O, ±1, ±2, ±3, ±4 = O, ±0.02, ±0.05, ±0.09, 
±0.13, respectively. In this and all subsequent maps, interior contours 
around Mo and Cl have been omitted for clarity. 

Figure 3. Contour map of one of the two degenerate 5eu wave functions 
over the same area as Figure 2. The contour values are 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, 
±4 = 0, ±0.04, ±0.07, ±0.092, ±0.135, respectively. 

Figure 4. Contour map of the 2b2g wave function in the dihedral plane 
halfway between xz and yz, covering the area 13X16 bohrs centered 
on the origin. The contour values are 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, ±4 = 0, ±0.01, 
±0.04, ±0.075, ±0.14, respectively. 

ially 4dz2 (4a t) , 4dxz,yz (5e), and 4dJCJ, (2b2) orbitals on 
the two MoCl 4

2 - units correlate with the a (4a ig and 4a2u), 
ir (5eu and 5eg), and 5 (2b2g and 2b]U) bonding and anti-
bonding metal-metal orbitals in the dimer. The empty, es
sentially 4dx2_y2 (4bi) orbitals in the M0CI42 - units re
main antibonding Mo-Cl orbitals in the dimer; the symmet
ric (4big) and antisymmetric (4b2u) combinations split only 
slightly in energy. 

As implied by the above discussion and Table II, the 
metal contribution to all the orbitals of Mo 2 CU 4 - shown in 
Figure 1, including the lower Mo-Cl bonding levels, is 
largely made up from 4d rather than 5s or 5p functions. 
The only levels with any significant non-4d metal character 
are a and <r*, and even here 5s and 5pz functions, respec

tively, contribute only 10-20%. This has an important con
sequence for the relation between the present calculations 
and Cotton's qualitative MO picture.6 The ordering found 
for the bonding and antibonding metal-metal orbitals 
agrees completely with this picture. The only major discrep
ancy is that we simply do not find the two "<r nonbonding" 
((Tn) orbitals of a ] g and a2U symmetry postulated by Cotton 
to lie in the neighborhood of the 2biu level. His postulate 
was based on the assumption that 5s and 5pz would be im
portant valence orbitals for molybdenum in Mo2CIs4", 
which our calculation predicts not to be the case. 

We feel that conclusions previously drawn6 about metal-
metal bond orders vs. d" configuration on the basis of the 
Cotton diagram, involving population of the an orbitals, 
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may still be largely valid despite the apparent nonexistence 
of these levels. The reason is that the 4big and 4b2U orbitals 
which are found can fill much the same role as previously 
assigned to the aig/a2U set, in the sense that their popula
tion should not greatly affect the metal-metal bond 
strength (but should weaken the metal-ligand bonds). For 
example, in Rh2(ChCCHa)4(H2O)I, one might expect pop
ulation of all orbitals in Figure 1 through 4b2u, retaining a 
formally triple Rh-Rh bond. There is in fact experimental 
evidence that the Rh-Rh bond is multiple in nature.29 

Whether the energy-level diagram found for Mo2CIs4- has 
any general validity for the entire class of basically Z)4^ di-
meric complexes remains to be seen. It seems likely that the 
basic structure of the diagram will be retained, but the 
metal-ligand antibonding 4big and 4b2u levels may be more 
sensitive energetically to the exact nature of the metal-lig
and bond than are the metal-metal orbitals. Preliminary 
SCF-XaSW results for Mo2(O2CH)4

30 and Re2Cl8
2"31 

seem to confirm this hypothesis. However, Mo2CIs4-, 
Mo2(O2CH)4, and Re2CIg2- are all d4 systems without 
axial ligands; what changes in the diagram may be wrought 
by the introduction of additional electrons or ligands can at 
present only be discussed in a speculative manner. 

The <r, x, and 8 components of the Mo-Mo bond in 
Mo2Cl84- are represented pictorially by the wave function 
contour maps in Figures 2-4. We emphasize that the wave 
functions mapped there were not constructed as linear com
binations of atomic orbitals, nor with the aid of any experi
mental parameters, but from the direct numerical solution 
of the molecular one-electron Schrodinger equation by the 
first-principles scattered wave method.15 The 4aig a level is 
mainly a simple overlap of 4dz2 functions on the metals. 
The outer lobes and equatorial rings of the 4dz2 functions 
are antibonding with respect to Mo-Cl interaction, as 
shown by the nodes between the Mo and Cl parts of the 
wave function, but it is interesting that the Mo-Mo bond 
region interacts weakly with the 3p-like chlorine orbitals in 
a bonding fashion, as shown by the range of the central — 1 
contour.32 The 5eu x orbital shown is essentially a metal-
metal 4d^z overlap, and similar comments to the above 
apply to it. Finally, the half of the 2b2g 5 orbital pictured 
shows the face-on overlap of metal 4dxr functions; it should 
be borne in mind that an identical picture 90° to the one 
shown makes up the other half of the function. The relative 
values of the largest contours enveloping both metal centers 
show that the strength of the individual bond components 
decreases in the order a > x > 8, as expected and is indicat
ed by the relative <x-a*, x—w*, and 8-8* separations on the 
energy-level diagram—although of course the two degener
ate x bonds together are probably stronger than the single a 
bond. It is worth noting at this point that'Figures 2-4 would 
be scarcely believable to inorganic chemists of a generation 
ago. Rigorous, first-principles calculations on heavy metal 
systems were not at that time believed possible nor was the 
concept of strong, covalent metal-metal bonding in discrete 
molecules a familiar one. 

Comparison of the predicted electronic spectrum of 
Mo2CIg4- with the experimental observations for solid 
K4Mo2Cl8 • 2H2O reveals a logical assignment of the ob
served bands to particular one-electron transitions (Table 
IV). Four regions of absorption are predicted below 40 
kcm-1, with the second relatively weaker in intensity be
cause of its dipole-forbidden character. This is exactly what 
is observed. Our calculations thus support the recent experi
mental assignment,9 based on single-crystal polarized spec
tra, of the 18.8-kcm-1 band in Mo2Cl8

4- to the 8 -* 8* 
transition. It appears that the weak band at ca. 24 kcm-1 

represents one or both of the dipole-forbidden x — 8* and 8 
-*• d)f2_>,2 transitions; at present we have no way of predict

ing which of two transitions allowed only by vibronic mech
anisms should be the stronger. We suggest that the 31.4-
kcm-1 band corresponds to a x -* <\x2_yi transition and 
that the strong unresolved absorption above 34 kcm-1 is at 
least partially due to charge-transfer (Cl -* 8*) or x —* x* 
transitions or some combination of the two. The agreement 
between predicted and observed transitions is quite good, 
considering that the spectral-transition calculations, even in 
spin-unrestricted form, are inherently more approximate 
than XaSW calculations of a closed-shell ground-state con
figuration and that the Watson-sphere technique is a less-
than-ideal way of representing the effect of the surrounding 
crystal lattice in K4Mo2Cl8 • 2H2O on the Mo2Cl8

4- anion. 
Further SCF-XaSW calculations are in progress or 

planned on neutral dimers containing strong metal-metal 
bonds, such as molybdenum(II) and rhodium(II) formate, 
where there is hope of obtaining a direct correlation of pre
dicted ionization energies with experiment. Preliminary 
SCF-XaSW results for Re2Cl8

2-, together with single-
crystal polarized spectra,31 suggest that the three strong 
bands found below 40 kcm-1 are due to 5 —• 5*, Cl — 8*, 
and x —»• x* transitions, in order of increasing energy, as 
compared to our assignments of the three strong bands in 
Mo2Cl8

4- to 8 — 8*, x — dx2.y2, and x — x* or Cl — 8* 
transitions. 
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